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ABSTRACT
Agency, understood as the ability of an organism to control stimuli onset, modulates
perceptual and attentional functions. Since stimulus encoding is an essential component of
working memory (WM), we conjectured that the perceptual process's agency would positively
modulate WM. To corroborate this proposition, we tested twenty-five healthy subjects in a
modified-Sternberg WM task under three stimuli presentation conditions: an unpredictable
presentation of encoding stimulus, a self-initiated presentation of the stimulus, and self-initiation
presentation with random-delay stimulus onset. Concurrently, we recorded the subjects'
electroencephalographic signals during WM encoding. We found that the self-initiated condition
was associated with better WM accuracy, and earlier latencies of N100 and P200 evoked potential
components representing visual and attentional processes, respectively. Our work demonstrates
that agency enhances WM performance and accelerates early visual and attentional processes
deployed during WM encoding. We also found that self-initiation presentation correlates with an
increased attentional state compared to the other two conditions, suggesting a role for temporal
stimuli predictability. Our study remarks on the relevance of agency in sensory and attentional
processing for WM.
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1. INTRODUCTION.
Classic Working Memory (WM) paradigms require subjects to passively attend to taskrelevant stimuli that are presented without control of the participants. In contrast, in everyday
situations, stimuli relevant to WM tasks may appear to our sensory system as a consequence of
the agent's movements, such as what occurs during eye movements or when we click on the
mouse or the mobile screen to browse a web page. When the agent initiates the presentation of
the stimuli, behavior and its underlying neural mechanisms are modulated in several cognitive
processes such as perception 1 and attention2–6. This idea seems to be in line with the embodied
cognition theory7,8, which states that subjects’ bodies, particularly their motor systems, influence
cognition. Nevertheless, it remains unknown whether agency, understood as the control of stimuli
onset by the agent (i.e., self-initiation), modulates WM encoding processing. Additionally, it has
not been established if this influence is achieved by modulating sensory, attentional processes or
later updating mechanisms of stimuli in memory. Revealing possible motor modulations of WM
through self-initiation of stimuli improve our understanding of the WM mechanism in real-life
situations, hallmarking participants' role as agents of their own cognitive process.
What are the mechanisms deployed in agency that can possibly modulate WM encoding?
Evidence in perceptual and attentional tasks have shown that the agents’ self-initiation of stimuli
modulates both sensory and attentional neural processing 2,9–11. This finding is relevant in WM's
context since WM has been proved to rely on both perceptual 12,13 and attentional processing 14.
Furthermore, attention is proposed as a critical component of WM, being responsible for the
maintenance of items and the WM span limits 15. One proposed mechanism by which agency may
influence perception is the modulation that movements exert on early sensory cortices9,10,16. It has
been reported in animal models that motor acts such as eye movements (specifically saccades)
modulate primary sensory cortex firing rate and local field potentials 17,18. In humans, a similar
modulation has been described in the P100 Event Related Potential (ERP) component, which has
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been proposed as an index of the early visual response in the visual cortex 19–23. Devia et al. (2017)
reported that the amplitude of the P100 component is larger when the stimulus was fixated after
a saccade compared to flashed stimuli (i.e., non-saccade-mediated fixation) in a free-viewing
paradigm. They also described earlier latencies of the P100 component, suggesting that the visual
cortex activates faster to visual stimuli when they are a consequence of a motor act, such as
saccades, compared to visual stimuli that are passively sensed 24. The motor cortex activity, such
as the supplementary motor area (SMA), has been proved to modulate the visual cortex in mice
through anatomically direct connections 25. Although this has not been confirmed in humans, a
hand movement such as a button press could also modulate the cortical visual processing through
SMA-visual cortex connections. If this is true, self-initiation of the stimulus during WM encoding
should yield a modulation in the early visual encoding indexes such as P100 and N100 ERP
components. A similar mechanism could be operating in the modulation observed of self-initiation
on attentional neural substrates. The evidence in attentional tasks have shown that agency
increases the amplitude of both P300a and P300b components compared to passive externally
paced stimuli2,3,26. This evidence reveals that agency enhances attentional processing through
both attentional capture (indexed by P300a) and updating mechanisms in memory (indexed by
P300b). These findings suggest that motor commands could also modulate WM at a later stage
of encoding. SMA is also connected to the cortical regions related to the attentional mechanisms
involved in WM, namely posterior parietal cortex (PPC) 27–29 and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPFC)29,30. Suppose SMA is modulating the activity of the PPC and DLPFC. In that case, a selfinitiated encoding should be associated with a modulation of attention indexes during WM
encoding, such as P30031 and P20032,33 ERPs components. There are no current reports about
self-initiation modulation on the P200 component; however, earlier P200 latency correlates with
better performance in WM tasks34. As for motor actions modulating WM, self-initiation has been
explored35,36, but it has never been directly compared to passive conditions. There is, instead,
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behavioral evidence stating that task-unrelated voluntary motor acts worsen WM outcome 37,
suggesting that motor sequence execution shares cognitive resources with WM. Nevertheless,
whether this interference results from a sensory or/and an attentional neural modulation remains
unknown.
Self-initiated tasks usually allow for temporal prediction of the stimuli appearance, since
the movement that triggers the stimuli is finely coupled in time (i.e., time-locked) to the sensory
consequence. Time-prediction, even if it does not occur in the context of self-initiation, refers to a
neural mechanism in which the “processing and detection of events are facilitated by minimizing
the uncertainty about when they are going to occur''38. If the agency's modulatory effects rely on
time-prediction only, then the jittering of the motor act and its sensory consequence should abolish
those effects. Fine temporal coupling between motor acts and their sensory consequences have
been depicted to be crucial to visual cortex development 39 and important in perception 1 and
attention40. However, studies indicate that movements that are made before and after stimuli
presentation (hence, the stimuli are not an immediate consequence of the motor act) can also
influence perception41 and even long-term memory performance42. This evidence is suggestive of
a possible motor-related modulation that is independent of temporal prediction. Yebra et al. (2019)
indicated that the noradrenergic system's engagement mediates this motor-related improvement
in long-term memory performance during encoding. Since the noradrenergic system massively
modulates brain activity, it is possible to speculate an influence at both early sensory and
attentional encoding processing levels.
Based on the literature reviewed above, we hypothesized that the agents’ self-initiation of
stimuli modulates WM encoding. This effect relies on the temporal modulation of visual, attentional
and memory updating processing. To test this hypothesis, 25 healthy adults performed a modified
Sternberg WM task (Sternberg 1966), with three different ways of deploying the stimuli, while EEG
activity was recorded. The classic control WM paradigm (Passive (P) condition), consisting of the
5

automatic presentation of the stimuli, was compared to two self-initiated conditions: an active
coupled condition (AC) and an active decoupled condition (AD). If active self-initiated WM
encoding improves WM through a temporal modulation of visual, attentional or memory updating
processing, we should find: a) better performance in AC compared to P, b) an effect in encoding
the ERPs markers in AC compared to P, and c) a relation between ERP modulation and
performance. Moreover, to test if agency influence is based on temporal prediction, a decoupled
encoding condition (AD) was designed. AD consisted of the presentation of the stimuli after a
random delay (400-600 ms) after the button press, which reduces the temporal predictability of
the stimuli onset without affecting the sense of agency 43. In case the modulatory effects of agency
rely on time-prediction only, we should find: a) no significant differences in performance and ERP
components between AD and P conditions, since both conditions lack of precise time-prediction
of stimuli onset, and b) statistically significant difference in performance and ERP components
between AC and AD. Our results show an effect of task conditions on both performance and ERP
components, with AC yielding better performance and earlier latencies of ERP components
compared to both AD and P conditions. Moreover, AD condition also presents better performance
and earlier latencies of ERP components compared to P condition, suggesting that agency does
not rely on the temporal coupling between action and its sensory consequence only.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study methods, experimental protocol and consent was approved by the Ethical
Committee in Human’s Research of the Medicine Faculty of the Universidad de Chile and followed
the Declaration of Helsinki.
2.1 Participants
Twenty-six healthy adults (13 females; mean age 23.1 y.o.; range 18-31 y.o.) volunteered
and were tested. All the participants were under- or postgraduate students of the Universidad de
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Chile with non-current or history of neurological, psychiatric, systemic disease, and normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. This information was corroborated by anamnesis and the application
of the MoCA test44. In the MoCA test, participants had to score ≥ 26 points to be included. As for
anamnesis, the exclusion criteria were: a) Cranioencephalic trauma; b) Usage of illegal drugs
during the last three months; c) Uncompensated systemic disease (metabolic disease or epilepsy);
d) Usage of one or more of these drugs: benzodiazepines, anticonvulsants, metilfenidate,
modafinil; and e) Diagnosis of depression or adult attentional deficit disorder. Informed consent
was previously read and signed by all the participants.
One of the participants was excluded because of luminance differences during both
behavioral and ERP analyses. ERP analyses also disregarded another subject because he had
no reliable ERP responses. Thus, ERP components were calculated using only twenty-four of the
twenty-six participants recluted.

2.2 Task
Participants engaged in a modified Sternberg working memory task (Sternberg 1966), with
three encoding conditions while recording EEG activity. The three conditions differed only in how
the stimuli were triggered (whether controlled by the agent or externally) while sharing the same
time course from stimuli presentation until the participants’ answers. Conditions corresponded to
an Active Coupled condition (AC), an Active Decoupled condition (AD) and a Passive condition
(P). Details of the task scheme are shown in Figure 1.
In all the three conditions, each trial began with an eye-tracking-based drift correction to
ensure that participants’ eyes positions remain similar in every trial. After drift-correction, a first
fixation cross marked the beginning of each trial. The stimuli array (S1) lasted 250 milliseconds
(ms). After S1 disappeared, only the central fixation cross remained for a random time between
2000 and 2500 ms (maintaining). Subsequently, the probe stimulus appeared for 800 ms, followed
7

by the final fixation cross, which lasted 1500 ms (retrieval). Subjects had all the retrieval time to
respond (800 ms + 1500 ms = 2300 ms). If the probe was present in the S1 array, participants
had to press the joystick's right back button with their right index finger. Conversely, if the probe
was absent from set S1, participants had to press the left-back button with their left index finger.

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of the WM task showing the three experimental conditions. Each
condition varies only on the pre-encoding stage. Active coupled condition (AC) starts with a button press,
and the stimuli array (S1) is displayed immediately. Decoupled condition (AD) also starts with a button press,
but the S1 is delayed by a random time between 400 and 600 ms. Finally, Passive condition (P) follows an
automatic presentation of S1 at a random time between 600 and 1000 ms following fixation cross onset.
The inset shows an example of the S1 array and its visual disposition. (° visual degrees; ms: milliseconds).
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As stated before, to determine if the agents' self-initiation of WM modulates WM, the onset
of the S1 set was manipulated (i.e., the pre-encoding stage), generating three task conditions: AC,
AD, and P. In the AC condition, participants were required to press a frontal button of the joystick
(with either of their thumbs). At the same time, the first fixation cross was present. Immediately
after the button press, the S1 array appeared on the screen for 250 ms. The AD condition was
very similar: participants were also required to press a frontal button. At the same time, the first
fixation cross was present, but in this condition, S1 appeared with a random delay (400-600 ms)
after the button press. This time-lapse does not disturb the sense of agency of individuals (Wen
2019). The P condition corresponds to the classic automatic presentation of the stimuli, which
appear after a random fixation time of 600-1000 ms.
Each condition was presented in separate blocks of 100 trials. Each participant executed
all the three blocks, accomplishing a total of 300 trials. The presentation order of the blocks was
pseudo-randomized per participant. Instructions were given separately for each condition.
Participants were not told about the specific difference between AC and AD conditions to not bias
their answers. For participants 12 to 25, at the end of each block, they were asked to determine
the task's difficulty. To do so, they rated their global sensation of how secure they made their
answers in that particular block (hereafter "confidence"). A scale of confidence ranging from 1 to
7 was used, with 1 corresponding to "not sure of my answers," 4 being neutral, and 7
corresponding to "very sure of my answers." The experimental paradigm was designed in
Experiment Builder (SR Research Ltd., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) and executed in Eyelink
1000 (SR Research Ltd., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada).

2.3 Materials
The stimuli were presented in a flat Viewsonic 27 inches screen (23.54x13.24 inches;
1920x1080 pixels of resolution). Subjects were seated at a 72 cm distance from the screen.
9

Therefore, 40.35 pixels equals 1 visual degree (°). Images were 45.1° wide and 26.3° high.
Subjects were required to maintain their chin on a chinrest during the whole experiment to reduce
head movements and maintain a stable distance between the eyes and the screen. Fatigue blinks
and eye positions were monitored with an Eyelink 1000 (SR Research Ltd., Mississauga, Ontario,
Canada) eye-tracking system.
The background was set to gray (127/127/127 RGB) during the whole session to avoid
luminance changes. All the stimuli (S1 and probe stimulus) were black consonants. S1 consisted
of 5 capital consonants (except X, Y) presented simultaneously in a circular array surrounding a
fixation cross (Fig. 1). The fixation cross appeared at the center of the screen (at pixel coordinates
960,540). Stimuli positions were demarcated by six circles as placeholders (based on

45,46

).

Therefore, one circle was left empty in every trial. Each of the six circle positions had the same
probability of being empty. As for the stimuli’s size, consonants were set to a height of 0.6°, while
the placeholders' circles had 1° diameter (based on

45,46

). Placeholders centroids were set at a

2.4° distance from the central fixation cross. Since the parafoveal region has a size of 5.2°

47

, this

disposition ensured that the stimuli inside the placeholders fit into the parafoveal region. Three
hundred S1 sets were created, one for each trial. Each S1 set consisted of five unrepeated
consonants chosen randomly by "rand" function in Matlab©. Consonants "B", "V", and "W" never
appeared in the same set S1; the same occurred with "M" and "N". This was done to avoid
acoustical or visual associations. As for the probe stimulus, it consisted of a unique consonant
(excluding "x" or "y") presented in the center of the screen (coordinates 962,540). The presence
or absence of the probe stimuli on the S1 set had the same probability (50%). Responses were
made by pressing a button with either left (probe is not present on S1) or right (probe is present
in S1) index finger. A joystick, model Microsoft SideWinder, was used to record the response.

2.4 Behavioral data analysis
To assess the effects of agents' self-initiation on WM, the encoding condition's effect on
10

accuracy and reaction times was analyzed by performing two One-way-repeated-Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) and pertinent post hoc tests when needed. Accuracy was defined as the
proportion of correct answers (True Positives and True Negatives) for each participant. Reaction
time (RT) corresponded to the time (in ms) elapsed since the appearance of S2 until the answer
made with the button press. The effects of the encoding condition on the two dependent variables
were analyzed using two One-way-repeated ANOVA. Post hoc tests for each variable with
significant effects were computed using a paired-t-test corrected by the Holm-Sidak method.
These parametric tests were chosen according to results of normality distribution (assessed by
Shapiro-Wilk test) and homoscedasticity (assessed by Levene test) of both accuracy and RT (See
Table 1).
We evaluated the possibility that confounding variables were influencing WM behavior. We
identified three variables that could potentially be affecting our results. These variables are: task
learning, block position, and uncontrolled pre-stimuli time. Task learning was defined as the
change in the probability of making a correct response due to the increasing trial number (from 1
to 100). The block position was a categorical variable, and its value could be first, second, or third
block. Finally, the uncontrolled pre-stimuli time was defined as the time before the stimuli onset
whose duration was not controlled by the subjects. In the passive condition, the uncontrolled prestimuli time was the duration of the first fixation cross. In the AD condition, the uncontrolled prestimuli time was the duration of the time delay between the button press and the onset of the S1
set. In the AC condition, the uncontrolled pre-stimuli time was zero ms. Since the stimulus onset
time is different for each condition, we first explored the influence of the uncontrolled pre-stimulus
time on accuracy. To do so, we first computed the mean accuracy and the 95% confidence interval
along the time-series for the AD and P separately (Fig. 2C), and performed a Spearman’s
correlation test for each condition. The mean accuracy was calculated in 100 ms moving windows,
in steps of 10 ms, from 400 to 600 for AD and 600 to 1000 for P condition. Next, we tested all the
11

possible confounding variables together with our main variable of interest (encoding condition) in
a binomial General Linear Mixed Model (GLMM)48. Trial accuracy was set as the dependent
variable and participant as a random effect. GLMM included the following variables as fixed
effects: encoding conditions, task learning, block position, and pre-stimuli time. All the four
independent variables were standardized using z-score transformation. The Akaike information
criterion (AIC) was applied to select the best model.

2.5 Electroencephalography and Signal pre-processing.
Electroencephalographic (EEG) activity was recorded at a 2048 Hz sample rate using a
BioSemi Inc. amplifier of 32 active scalp electrodes and eight external electrodes to record eye
movements. Common Mode Sense (CMS) and Driven Right Leg (DRL) electrodes were used as
ground electrodes. Head caps were utilized to hold electrodes according to the 10/10 system 49.
Eight external electrodes were set: one for each mastoid and six to record the eye movements
(EOG): three around the right orbit and three around the left orbit.
Continuous EEG signal was re-referenced offline to the average activity of the 32
electrodes. Signal was then filtered using a FIR symmetric passband filter between 0.5 and 40 Hz
with a linear phase. Its design is firwin with a Hamming window (acausal, zero-phase delay, and
one-pass forward). The size of the filter was 6.6 seconds. The transition bandwidth of the filter
was 0.5 Hz in the lower frequency limit and 10 Hz in the upper-frequency limit. The passband
ripple of the filter was 0.0194 dB and the stopband attenuation was 53 dB.
Noisy channels were eliminated by visual inspection and then interpolated using spherical
splines. After that, an Independent Component Analysis (ICA) was performed to determine and
eliminate components related to blinks and eye movements. Segments containing muscle artifacts
and other artifacts unrelated to blinks were eliminated automatically through a 500 μV peak-topeak rejection threshold.
12

2.6 Event-Related Potential (ERP) Components calculation
Continuous Signal was divided into epochs centered on the stimuli’s appearance. The
epoch was set to 500 ms before and 1000 ms after the stimuli appearance. Noisy epochs were
rejected using a 250 μV peak-to-peak threshold. We explored ERP components related to those
processes to analyze the influence of agency in early visual, attentional, and memory updating
processing. Components of interest were N100-like, P200-like, and P300-like (hereafter, N1, P2,
P3). We used electrode Oz to calculate P1 and N1 components, Fz to calculate the P2 component,
and Pz to obtain the P3 component. All ERPs' components were computed by averaging correct
cleaned trials. Amplitudes and latencies of each ERP component were assessed. Amplitude was
calculated using peak-to-peak values. We used this approach since a component near 0 ms
appeared in AC condition only, which could influence the peak amplitude values in the AC
condition. The peak-to-peak method consisted of calculating the component's peak amplitude in
a certain electrode and time-window, then calculating a reference value and subtracting both the
values. To determine each component's peak value, the latency of that component was first
calculated from the grand-average (average of the ERP across all 25 subjects). The peak
amplitude and latency in each subject were then calculated in a 100 ms window around the grandaverage latency. The reference value for the N1 component corresponded to P1, while the
reference values for P2 and P3 were defined as the negative peak appearing immediately after
either P2 or P3. This data was calculated using only 24 of the 25 subjects since one of the
participants was discarded because he had no reliable ERP responses. EEG data were preprocessed and averaged using MNE-Python50.

2.7 Event-Related Potential (ERP) statistical analysis
To test if there is an effect of the encoding condition over amplitude and latency, KruskalWallis, or ANOVA tests (one per ERP component) were performed, designed as
13

CONDITIONS𝖷LATENCIES and CONDITIONS𝖷AMPLITUDES. The Rank-sum Wilcoxon or t-test
corrected by Holm-Sidak was performed as a Post Hoc test. These tests were selected based on
the distribution of the data (amplitude and latency) using the Shapiro-Wilk and Levene tests,
respectively. To assess which electrophysiological activity distinguishes better among
experimental conditions, a conditional Classification Tree (CART model) was used. CART models
allow us to classify or estimate phenomena with discrete changes 51–54. For this particular CART
model, the Monte Carlo Method was selected, with 1000 resampling to estimate tree splits'
significance using an alpha of 0.05. Additionally, to avoid overfitting the model, the amount of
observation per leaf was limited to 20% of the total observations. The partitioning variables used
to characterize the experimental conditions were accuracy, RT, and the amplitudes and latencies
of P1N1, P2, and P3 components.
To test if the relationship between the better electrophysiological variable and accuracy is
dependent on the task condition, a Linear Mixed Model was performed. The model included
accuracy as a dependent variable, the best electrophysiological variable (yielded by the CART
model) as a fixed effect, and the encoding conditions as a random effect variable.
All computations were performed using RStudio (Rstudio Team 2016) for statistical
computing. Libraries used were EZ (v4.4-0)

55

, car (v3.0-2)56, party (v1.3-5)51, and lme4 (v1.1-

21)57.

3. RESULTS
The current work hypothesized that the self-initiated WM stimulus presentation improves
WM performance through the temporal modulation of visual, attentional, and memory updating
processing. To evaluate how the agent's self-initiation of stimuli would affect WM encoding, 25
participants performed a Sternberg working memory task, manipulating the stimuli’s onset. In the
Active Coupled (AC) condition, the stimuli were presented immediately after the participants
14

pressed a button. In the Active Decoupled condition (AD), stimuli were presented with a delay of
400 to 600 ms after the button press, which allowed to test whether possible effects of self-initiation
are tied to temporal precision of stimulus onset. Finally, these two self-initiated conditions were
contrasted with the passive presentation of the stimuli (P), where stimuli were automatically
presented between 600-1000 ms after the first fixation onset. Each encoding condition consisted
of one block of 100 trials so that each subject executed three separate blocks (one per encoding
condition) of 100 trials each (See Materials and Methods).
Two approaches tested the hypothesis proposed: i) Is behavior modulated by these three
experimental conditions? and ii) Does self-initiation modulate early visual, attentional, and memory
updating processing during encoding?

3.1. Agents' self-initiation of the stimuli enhance WM performance
To explore whether the agency modulates WM mechanisms, we tested the effect of
Encoding Conditions (AC, AD, and P) on performance (RT and accuracy). Table 1 shows
averages, standard deviations, and results of Shapiro-Wilk and Levene tests for reaction times
(RT) and accuracy, specified per encoding condition. The ANOVA results reveal a main effect of
Encoding condition on accuracy (F(2,48) = 25.67, p = 2.6e-08; η2G= 0.2). No Encoding Condition
effects were found on RT (F(2,48) = 1.06, p = 0.35) (Fig. 2). These results reveal that agency
modulates accuracy without affecting RT.
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Table 1. Values of the dependent and independent variables per encoding condition
Normality and

Active Coupled

Active Decoupled

Passive

Variance tests

(AC)

(AD)

(P)

Response

Shap-Wilk: p=0.32

𝑋̅: 1096.22

𝑋̅: 1057.18

𝑋̅: 1099.88

Times (ms)

Levene: p=0.69

SD: 196.20

SD: 190.6

SD: 210.28

Accuracy

Shap-Wilk: p=0.83

𝑋̅: 0.84

𝑋̅: 0.78

𝑋̅: 0.74

Levene: p=0.59

SD: 0.07

SD: 0.08

SD: 0.07

N1 Amplitude

Shap-Wilk: p=0.03

Med: 9.953

Med: 10.627

Med: 8.694

(μV)

Levene: p=0.57

SD: 3.76

SD: 3.65

SD: 4.1

N1 Latency

Shap-Wilk: p=0.87

Med: 172.60

Med: 185.05

Med:188.72

(ms)

Levene: p=0.26

SD: 10.08

SD: 6.84

SD: 9.19

P2 Amplitude

Shap-Wilk: p=8e-5

Med: 6.121

Med: 6.099

Med: 6.18

(μV)

Levene: p=0.2

SD: 3.59

SD: 1.93

SD: 2.33

P2 Latency

Shap-Wilk: p=0.8

Med: 169.92

Med: 184.81

Med:190.67

(ms)

Levene: p=0.78

SD: 10.14

SD: 10.02

SD: 8.09

P3 Amplitude

Shap-Wilk: p=1e-5

Med: 1.836

Med: 1.879

Med: 2.093

(μV)

Levene: p=0.69

SD: 1.76

SD: 1.88

SD: 1.53

P3 Latency

Shap-Wilk: p=0.04

Med: 25.439

Med: 330.81

Med:323.48

(ms)

Levene: p=0.66

SD: 47.86

SD: 46.31

SD: 60.66

Shap-Wilk = Shapiro-Wilk test; 𝑋̅: = mean; Med. = median; SD = standard deviation.

To assess if agents’ self-initiation enhances WM performance, we executed a post hoc
test, analyzing the accuracy difference between AC (mean = 0.84 ± 0.07) and P conditions (mean
= 0.74 ± 0.07). Paired t-tests corrected by the Holm-Sidak method show that self-initiation presents
better accuracy than the P condition (t (24) = 8.214; p = 5.9e-08).To further investigate if the timing
between motor acts and its sensory consequences is relevant to the agency effect, a post hoc test
analyzing the differences between AC and AD conditions (mean = 0.78 ± 0.08) was performed.
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Paired t-tests corrected by Holm-Sidak method also confirm better accuracy in AC compared to
AD condition (t(24) = 3.259; p = 0.0033). Noteworthy, when subjects engage in a passive WM task,
their accuracy is poorer when compared to both active conditions (AC compared to P: t(24) = 8.214;
p = 5.9e-08, AD compared to P: t(24) = 3.565; p=0.0031). This indicates the impact of agency on
WM performance, which seems to be partially linked to action/stimuli coupling. A remarkable point
is that these accuracy effects do not seem to be explained by differences in the perceived difficulty
of the task since there are no significant differences in their reported confidence, rated by the
participant at the end of each condition block (𝜒 2(2, N=25)= 1.472; p = 0.478) (Fig. 2C).
We then explored the impact of other cognitive factors on performance. Since the stimuli
onset time is variable between conditions, we first assessed the influence of this time on accuracy.
Figure 2D shows the mean accuracy and 95% confidence interval in function of the uncontrolled
pre-stimuli time (see Materials and Methods, behavioral data analysis). The AC condition was
excluded from this analysis, since in this condition stimuli onset always appeared simultaneously
with the button press. Spearman’s correlation results yielded a positive linear relationship between
the uncontrolled pre-stimuli time and accuracy both in AD (rs= 0.767) and P condition (rs= 0.511).
This suggests that the uncontrolled pre-stimuli time influences accuracy, and therefore, could be
a good predictor of the accuracy. To prove this statement and the effect of other potential
predictors of the accuracy, we performed a General Linear Mixed Model (GLMM), including
encoding condition, uncontrolled pre-stimuli time as well as two other possible confounding factors
(see Materials and Methods, behavioral data analysis). These factors included task learning (i.e.,
the index of trial within the block) and block position. The model results show a significant effect
in three of the independent variables assessed: task learning (β = 0.20±0.09, z = 2.25, p = 0.024),
block position (β = 0.139±0.04, z = 3.914, p = 9.1e-05), and the encoding conditions (AD condition:
β = -0.779 ±0.195, z = -3.992, p = 6.55e-05; P condition: β = -0.976±0.317, z = -3.077, p = 0.002)
(Fig. 2D). On the other hand, results yield a non-significant trend for the uncontrolled pre-stimuli
17

time (β = 0.263±0.136, z = 1.923, p = 0.054). This implies that, when other predictors are also
considered, the probability of making a correct response does not depend on the time that the
stimuli take to appear in the AD and P conditions. We did not find significant interaction between
task learning and block position (β = -0.065±0.03, z = -1.840, p = 0.06), nor interaction between
task learning and tasks (Task Learning and AD condition: β = 0.114±0.07, z = 1.55, p = 0.120;
Task Learning and P condition: β = -0.080±0.719, z = -1.114, p = 0.26). These GLMM results
corroborate the previous ANOVA analysis, indicating a significant decrease in the probability of
making a correct response when subjects are engaged in the AD or the P conditions compared to
AC condition. The probability of making a correct response falls 0.77 log-odds points in the AD
condition, and the P condition's 1.14 log-odds point. Alongside the task learning effect, results
show that the probability of making a correct response rises in 0.2 log-odds points with each trial
(from 1 to 100) within one block. Results also yield no interaction between task learning and
encoding conditions, showing that task learning has the same effect on all three conditions.
Likewise, the model reveals that the probability of answering correctly increases in 0.13 log odds
with the block position. Like in task learning, the effect of the block position is also independent of
the encoding condition. Altogether, GLMM yields other factors such as task learning and block
position that influence performance alongside the task conditions effects.
In summary, behavioral analyses show that coupled self-initiation of the stimuli in a WM
task increases the probability of performing correctly, even though other timings and learning
factors also modulate this probability. Remarkably, agency improves performance, even when the
time between cue onset is less favorable. In other words, even when longer uncontrolled prestimuli times correlates with higher accuracy scores, active conditions (whose uncontrolled prestimuli times are shorter than passive) perform better than passive.
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Figure 2. Participant self-initiation of the stimuli enhances WM performance. A. Reaction times per
encoding condition. Left panel, box plot shows the reaction times in milliseconds (ms) per condition (AC:
light blue; AD: yellow; P: orange). Right panel, density plot shows the distributions of the reaction times per
encoding condition (n=25). Dots in box plots represent the value for each participant. Upper limit of the box
= 75th percentile; lower limit of the box = 25th percentile; upper whisker = upper limit value; lower whisker =
lower limit value; outlier values are shown outside the whiskers. B. Similar to A, but for accuracy (n=25). C.
Similar to A, but for Confidence ratings (n=15). D. Accuracy as a function of the uncontrolled pre-stimuli time
in the AD and P conditions. The uncontrolled pre-stimuli time of AC is fixed at 0 ms, so it is not shown in the
figure. The thick line represents the mean accuracy at the specific time-point. Shaded lines represent the
95% confidence intervals (n=25). E. Effects of variables (regressor) over the estimated value of making a
correct answer. Colon (:) indicates interactions between parameters. (*: p≤ 0.05; **: p ≤ 0.01; ***: p≤ 0.001;
****: p ≤ 0.0001).

3.2. Agents’ self-initiation of the stimuli accelerate N1 and P2 latencies during WM encoding
We then assessed whether self-initiation of the stimuli impacts visual, attentional, and
memory updating processing during WM encoding. To do so, the amplitudes and latencies of
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related ERP indexes were analyzed on 24 of the participants (see Material and Methods:
Participants). N100-like component, proposed as an index of early visual discrimination related to
the visual cortex58; P200-like component, which is thought to reflect attentional processing of
stimuli in WM32; and P300-like component, a marker proposed as an index of mental revision of
the stimuli31. The ERP’s grand averages for correct trials are shown in Figure 3, specified per
encoding conditions.
The ANOVA results reveal a significant effect of task conditions on the latency of the N1
(F(2,46) = 28.88, p = 7.48e-09; η2G = 0.37) and the P2 components (F(2,46) = 46.701, p = 8.418e-12,
η2G = 0.449). No statistically significant effect of encoding conditions were found on P3 latency
(𝜒2(2, N = 24) = 0.242, p = 0.886) and on amplitude of all the components analyzed (N1: F (2,46) = 0.037,
p = 0.963; P2: 𝜒2 (2, N = 24) = 0.089, p = 0.956; P3: 𝜒2(2, N = 24) = 0.328, p=0.848). These results suggest
a modulatory effect of task conditions on sensory and attentional processes, but not on memory
updating mechanisms.
Two post hoc tests were performed, assessing the difference of N1 and P2 latencies
between AC and P conditions. Paired t-tests corrected by the Holm-Sidak method show that
subjects have earlier latencies in AC compared to P condition, both in N1 (t (23) = -8.204; p = 8.3e08) and P2 (t(23) = -9.431; p = 6.8e-09). Passive condition, on the other hand, yields the latest
latencies in both N1 (AC/P: t(23) = -8.204; p = 8.3e-08; AD/P: t(23) = -3.009; p = 0.006) and P2
(AC/P: t(23) = -9.431; p = 6.8e-09; AD/P: t(23) = -2.1; p = 0.047) components. These results suggest
an effect of self-initiation of the stimuli on sensory and attentional processing.
To further examine if the temporal coupling between motor acts and its sensory
consequences is relevant to the agency effect, two post hoc tests we performed, analyzing the N1
and P2 latency differences between AC and AD conditions. Paired t-tests corrected by the HolmSidak method also confirm earlier latencies of AC both in N1 (t (23) = -4.224; p = 0.0006) and P2
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(t(23) = -6.461; p = p=2.7e-06). As in behavioral analysis, these ERP results suggest that the agency
effect is partially linked to the temporal coupling between action and its sensory consequence.
Note that all the three electrodes plotted (Oz, Fz, and Pz) show a component around stimuli
presentations, specifically in AC condition. We interpret this component as a neural marker of the
motor system activity related to the button press. Consistently, this component is also present in
AD condition when ERPs are locked to the button press instead of stimuli presentation (See Figure
S1).
In summary, the abovementioned results support that coupled self-initiation modulates the
temporal domain of the neural mechanisms underlying the visual discrimination process (N1
component) and the attentional processes engaged during encoding in WM (P2 component), but
there is no statistically significant effect on memory updating mechanisms (P3 component).
Moreover, no effects on amplitudes were observed. Results also show that delays between
movements and their sensory consequences (as reflected in AD condition) do not yield the same
effect on encoding processing. Nevertheless, on comparing AD to passive condition, the latencies
of N1 and P2 appear earlier.
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Figure 3. Agents’ self-initiation modulates early visual and attentional ERPs indexes. A. Upper panel
Topographical plots of the indicated times. Dots represent modeled electrode positions; red: positive
voltage; blue: negative voltage; values in μV. Bottom panel. ERP grand average (n = 24 subjects) evoked
by stimuli presentation (t = 0 ms) in electrode Oz, per conditions. Only correct trials are included. B. Left
panel, box plot shows the peak-to-peak voltage (μV) of N1 component, per condition. Right panel, density
plot shows the distributions of peak-to-peak voltage of N1 per encoding condition. C. Similar to B, but for
N1 latency (in ms). D. Similar to A, but for electrode Fz. E. Similar to B, but for P2 peak-to-peak amplitude.
F. Similar to B, but for P2 latency G. Similar to A, but for electrode Pz. H. Similar to B, but for P3 peak-topeak amplitude. I. Similar to B, but for P3 latency. (*: p ≤ 0.05; **: p ≤ 0.01; ****: p ≤ 0.0001).
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3.3. Earlier attentional processing is a marker of a coupled active phenomenon
Next, we explored whether the earlier deploying time of visual and/or attentional
processing provides reliable markers of self-initiation of stimuli. To do so, we performed a
conditional Classification Tree (CART model) that allowed us to test how reliably we can estimate
the experimental condition of a trial from the latency of its associated P1 and P2 components.
Since CART models are ideal for classifying or evaluating discrete state variables 54, by using this
method, it is assumed that initiating the trial in a coupled way would deploy a phenomenon
presumably absent during decoupled or passive conditions. CART model results show that the
latency of the P2 component better distinguishes between encoding conditions, using a cutoff of
175.293 ms (p < 0.001) (See Fig. 4A). No other ERP variable had a significant effect according to
the model. Latencies below 175 ms corresponded mostly to the AC condition (AC median = 169.92
± 10.14 ms), while later P2 latencies tended to be found in AD (median = 184.81 ± 10.2 ms) and
P conditions (median = 190.67 ± 8.09 ms). This result suggests that the attentional index's onset
time is the variable that better distinguishes a coupled self-initiated encoding process from a
decoupled or a passive one.
Since earlier P2 latency is the variable that better distinguishes the AC condition and that
AC is also the condition that shows better accuracy (See Fig. 2B), we analyzed if P2 latency can
explain the performance improvement by itself or if it is dependent on the task condition. When
contrasted with accuracy, P2 latencies of the AC condition (≤ 175 ms) tend to show higher
accuracy values (Fig. 4B). On the other hand, P2 latencies later than 175 ms (mostly compound
of AD and P conditions values) tend to show worst accuracy with later latency values (Fig. 4B).
To test if this observed relation between P2 and accuracy is dependent on the task condition, we
designed a Linear mixed model including accuracy as a dependent variable, P2 latency as a fixed
effect, and encoding conditions as random effect variable. Results yield that there is no significant
effect of P2 latency on accuracy when including task conditions as random effect variable (𝜷 = 23

0.001 ± 9e-04, t = -1.259, p = 0.106). This result supports that it is not P2 latency by itself that
mediates WM improvement.
In summary, the findings show that P2 latency is the variable that better distinguishes a
coupled self-initiated encoding process from a decoupled or a passive one, and that it is not P2
latency by itself that mediates WM improvement but the precise nature of the coupled self-initiation
condition.

Figure 4. CART model of encoding conditions. A. Histograms of the number of participants per encoding
condition (y-axis) attributed by the CART node based on P2 latency, with a split at 175.29 ms (top). The left
histogram represents latencies lower than the split. Conversely, the right histogram represents latencies
larger than the split. The number of cases per condition is equal to 24. B. Scatterplot of Accuracy (y-axis)
as a function of the latency of the P2 component (x-axis), depicted by the condition (● = AC; □ = AD; ⃰= P).
The discontinuous vertical dashed line represents the split value of the CART model (175.293 ms). Each
mark (whether circle, square or star) represents one participant (n = 24 per encoding condition).
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4. DISCUSSION
The current study assesses whether the agency modulates WM encoding through
temporal modulation of visual and attentional processing. This was investigated by evaluating the
influence of active self-initiation of the stimuli on behavior in a Sternberg working memory task,
while concurrently measuring ERPs’ encoding components widely used as indexes of visual (N1),
attentional (P2) activity, and memory updating mechanisms (P3).

4.1 Agency enhances WM performance and accelerates visual and attentional processing
Our results show that actively initiating the stimuli’s presentation leads to performance
enhancement in a WM task. This finding is consistent with previous research stating that WM and
motor systems share cognitive resources 37,59–62. The present data support that behavioral
enhancement is not explained as differences in task difficulty since there is no distinction in the
perceived confidence among the three task conditions. Alongside this, there is no statistically
significant difference in reaction times (RT), which is classically modulated by task difficulty63–65.
Our findings rather suggest a role of temporal predictability or motor systems modulation on
cognition.
It has been widely proposed that motor actions can predict the timing (i.e., “when”) of the
stimulus onset38,66,67. Motor regions such as the primary sensorimotor cortex (SM1),
supplementary motor area (SMA), and cerebellum have been proved to be sensitive to auditory
regularities even when auditory stimuli are not under the focus of attention, suggesting a role of
these cortices on the temporal prediction of stimuli67. While temporal prediction mediated by both
overt and covert movements tend to reduce sensation and its neural correlates 1,68–70 (but for a
contradictory effect, see71), no evidence of such reduction in components’ amplitude was found in
the current work (See Fig. 3). On the contrary, our results show a temporal modulatory effect on
visual processing, which is more in line with previous studies suggesting that motor-mediated
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temporal prediction facilitates sensorial processing 17,24,72. On the other hand, when temporal
prediction interacts with both bottom-up and top-down attentional orientation mechanisms, time
prediction boosts performance and its neural correlates 73–76. Consistent with these reports, our
findings show that time-locked motor-mediated triggering of the stimuli is associated with both
attentional acceleration and performance improvement in a WM task.
Furthermore, our results suggest that, although coupled self-initiation of the stimuli is
correlated to earlier sensory and attentional processes, the latter mechanism better distinguishes
a coupled self-initiated encoding process from a decoupled or a passive one. It is noteworthy that
no effects on the amplitudes of N1, P2, or P3 were found, suggesting that self-initiation effects are
not based on modulating the number of neural populations required by the task but on influencing
the time domain in which encoding is deployed. Altogether, coupled self-initiation of the stimuli
enhances WM performance and engages a faster attentional state related to WM encoding, which
seems to match the effects of temporal predictability previously reported. Our results support that
this attentional state is not engaged during decoupled self-initiation.
If the agency's effect is solely based on temporal predictability, it should be suppressed
under active-unpredictable situations. Our results show that this is not the case: decoupled actionstimuli triggering yields better accuracy and earlier latencies than passive stimuli onset. This result
suggests that temporal predictability is not the only mechanism involved in the agency's WM effect.
Embodied cognition theory states that subjects’ bodies, particularly their motor systems, influence
cognition7,8. In agreement, sensory attenuation effect (i.e., the decreasing in neural sensory
response due to self-initiation of a stimulus in a perceptual task) prevails even when compared to
an externally generated tone, which is equally predictable in terms of time onset 70, suggesting that
sensory attenuation effect is not solely due to temporal predictability.
Moreover, decoupled movements modulate perception 41 and attention4. There is also
evidence suggesting that unrelated button pressing improves long-term memory encoding,
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whether the action is time-locked to stimulus onset or not42. Our results corroborate a parallel nonpredictive modulation of motor systems over WM. This modulation is possibly related to the
recruitment of catecholaminergic pathways, which will be discussed further.
It is known that the time between a cue and a stimulus onset is another factor that
modulates stimulus processing. Indeed, as shown previously77–79, we found that longer prestimulus times (the cue being the fixation offset or the button press) lead to performance
improvement within AD and P encoding conditions. Here, time plays an opposing role to that of
encoding condition itself: pre-stimulus time was longer in the worst-performing condition (P)
condition and shorter in the best-performing condition (AC, where it was null). This suggests that
the impact of agency could be even greater than what is seen in the accuracy results, as it was
mitigated by the longer pre-stimulus time for the condition with lower level of agency.

4.2 Agency does not modulate memory updating during WM encoding
It was additionally hypothesized that agency could modulate the P3 component during WM
encoding. P3 has been proposed as an index of the mental revision of WM stimuli31, and it seems
to be related to posterior parietal cortex activity 80,81. Classic WM studies have shown that the
amplitude of P3 during encoding is an index of successful encoding, such that greater amplitude
of P3 during encoding correlates with later successful retrieval 82,83. Our lack of effect on the P3
component implies that memory updating of stimuli in WM seems to be equal in both active and
passive stimuli triggering. It should moreover be noted that the effect reported by Karis et al. (1984)
and Fabiani et al. (1986) is dependent on task and rehearsal strategy used by the subjects, such
that it is related to salient stimuli and non-elaborative memory rehearsal strategies (i.e., when
subjects do not relate stimuli to retain them). These studies report that, even though elaborative
rehearsal is associated with better accuracy, the relation between P3 amplitude and accuracy is
not further evident when subjects use this strategy.
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In our work, subjects did not receive any special instruction about the rehearsal strategy,
so it is possible that some of the participants could have used elaborative rehearsal strategies. As
the strategy report was not requested, it is not feasible to corroborate if this can explain the lack
of effect. On the other hand, our work did not manipulate the stimuli's saliency, being all
consonants of the same size, contrast, and luminance. Future studies could explore the interaction
between agency and bottom-up attentional mechanisms.

4.3 Neural Model
Based on the results of this study, we argue that the neural mechanisms underlying the
time-coupled self-initiation effect on WM might be based on motor cortex modulation on perceptual
and attentional neural systems. Motor cortices, such as M2 in rats or the premotor cortex in
primates, are anatomically connected to the visual cortex25,39. Some theories propose that motorsensory cortex projections may act as efference copies used by an internal forward model to
predict the sensory consequence of the motor act 84,85. A proposed role for these projections is the
sense of agency, allowing the nervous system to discriminate when a sensory consequence is
externally or self-generated86. Another role for motor-sensory cortex projections is to generate
time predictions about the onset of sensory consequences, acting as a marker about when a
sensory change will happen 38,66. This would possibly occur through the modulation of local field
potentials in the sensory cortex, as shown in the visual cortex 17. In our data, N100 lower latencies
in time-coupled self-initiated conditions reflex early visual processing facilitation 16. This temporal
modulation could be due to motor cortices activating motor-sensory cortex projections. This
hypothesis should be tested in further studies, including methods for localizing the source of the
electroencephalographic activity (which requires a greater number of recording channels) or
magnetoencephalography.
Likewise, P2 earlier latencies in coupled self-initiated conditions can reflect the attentional
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processing's facilitation during WM encoding originated from the same motor cortices signaling.
Our results suggest that this mechanism could operate in non-sensory cortex related to later
attentional processing important to WM such as the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)87 and
posterior parietal cortex (PPC)88–90. Motor cortices project to both DLPFC30 and PPC27,28, probably
via the superior longitudinal fascicle connecting the supplementary motor cortex with the
abovementioned cortices29. Therefore, movement-related activation of SMA might be signaling
the income of a relevant stimulus to be maintained to DLPFC and PPC cortices as well.
Consequently, this signal may facilitate the activation of the frontoparietal network underlying
attention, such that this network might have a faster activation when it receives a motor signaling.
Since cortico-cortical activations through direct anatomic projections occur within a few
milliseconds25, this effect should be visible shortly after the activation of the motor cortex. Hence,
the temporality between the movement and the relevant stimuli presentation seems to be a
relevant feature of the modulatory mechanism of the active self-initiation of the stimuli, as
supported by previous studies1,9,40 and our results. Notably, this appears not to affect the memory
updating of WM stimuli, as our P3 results suggest, even though this component has possibly
originated in the PPC cortex80,81.
Remarkably, the motor system can modulate cognition not only using direct corticocortical
connections but also through modulatory effects of motor activation on dopamine, acetylcholine,
and noradrenergic circuits. The dopamine system's importance in WM functioning has been
extensively documented91–94. For instance, Castner & Goldman-Rakic (2004) reported a
performance enhancement of WM in aged primates when administered with a D1 dopamine
agonist sensitizing regime. Since the dopamine agonist was delivered by an intramuscular
injection, this effect is possibly achieved by a modulation of DLPFC through the mesocortical
pathway95. On the other hand, dopamine depletion in monkeys' DLPFC induces deficits in visual
WM tasks91. Strikingly, the same authors demonstrate the reversion of the deficits when monkeys
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were administered with dopaminergic agonists such as L-dopa and apomorphine. Alongside this,
it is known that the ventral tegmental area (VTA, which is related to the mesocortical circuit) is a
signal target of motor cortices96. Therefore, a voluntary movement could modulate dopaminergic
activity, modulating DLPFC activity during active self-initiated WM encoding. Likewise, cholinergic
neurons located in the basal prosencephalon show fast activity related to the current movement97–
99

. In turn, basal prosencephalon cholinergic neurons projects to DLPFC 100 and medial prefrontal

cortex101 as well as to sensory cortices97. According to this view, a motor action could modulate
movement-responsive basal prosencephalon cholinergic neurons, which in turn may modulate
prefrontal and sensory cortices during active WM encoding. Finally, evidence shows locus
coeruleus adrenergic neurons respond to voluntary movements 102,103. The adrenergic system has
been correlated to enhancing long-term memory encoding42,104. Since long-term memory is
postulated as an important component of WM15, it is possible that it could also participate in active
self-initiated WM encoding. It is also known that basal ganglia seem to participate in sensorimotor,
associative, and limbic information 105,106. As part of the associative circuit functioning, basal
ganglia seem to have a supporting role in WM107,108. Previous studies report projections between
the associative circuit of basal ganglia and the prefrontal cortex 109, specifically between DLPFC
and internal globus pallidus-substantia nigra pars reticulata. Although basal ganglia are organized
in three different topographically separated circuits, these circuits also overlap, allowing for the
integration of associative, sensorimotor, and limbic signaling 110. Thus, the activation of
sensorimotor basal ganglia circuits due to a voluntary movement could influence associative basal
ganglia circuits and possibly modulate WM.
Critically, the networks mentioned above require several synaptic relays to take place and
thus could unravel more slowly than the modulatory effects of direct motor-sensory/associative
cortices projections. Accordingly, the catecholamine system's recruitment and basal ganglia
circuits by motor systems during active self-initiated encoding could explain the discrepancy
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between decoupled self-initiated encoding and passive encoding in both behavior and
electrophysiology. On the other hand, fast direct cortico-cortical projections can explain the
distinction between time-coupled and decoupled self-initiated encoding. While stimuli appearing
coupled to the movement would be modulated by both fast (direct motor projections) and slow
(activity related to catecholamines and basal ganglia circuits) modulatory networks, stimuli
presented hundreds of milliseconds after the movement has been executed would be influenced
by the slow response modulatory networks only. This would explain that both coupled and
decoupled self-presentation lead to improved WM performance but that the effect is stronger in
the coupled condition.

5. CONCLUSION
To conclude, the current findings show that agency, present during active self-initiation of
the stimuli, modulates WM encoding processing through the influence of early sensory and
attentional processes. Performance enhancement in coupled self-initiation is related to an earlier
attentional state, which seems to be absent in passive and active decoupled self-initiated states.
Nevertheless, processing facilitation of early sensory and attentional processes is also present in
decoupled self-initiation compared to the stimuli’s passive triggering. This suggests that active
self-initiation, regardless of whether it is time-locked or not, engages a motor-mediated modulation
on cognition in addition to the temporal predictive mechanism (the latter being absent in the
decoupled self-initiated condition). Finally, our study also remarks that sensory and attentional
processing during encoding are crucial components of WM, emphasizing that WM is not merely
the maintaining mechanism of absent stimuli.
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